The paper has investigated the synergetic nature and complexity of the railway freight system and selected thirteen parameters (railway fixed asset investment, GDP, railway revenue kilometres, etc.) as the system's state variables. By using the method of least square and the method of external function, an order-parameter model for synergetic theory-based railway freight system has been built, which will potentially support the studies on the railway freight system evolution. The result shows that railway fixed asset investment is the order-parameter that governs the evolution of the railway freight system: the average random fluctuation parameter ~ is 0.7060, which means that the mean fluctuation period of railway freight system is nine years. The evolution of the railway freight system is a gradual process with abrupt changes from time to time.
INTRODUCTION
The railway freight system in China is the primary means for the delivery of coals, petroleum, iron, steel, non-metallic ore, metallic ore, grains and other key materials which are vital to the development of the nation's economy. Railway freight system is a complicated open system, involving economy, transport and social aspects that are mutually beneficial and restrictive. Research on the targeted-control of the order-parameter of railway freight system will guide the development of railway freight system into a more efficient and orderly way. Healthy growth of the complex transport system will better serve the society and economy. Synergetics was proposed by the famous physicist Herman Haken in 1970s and is now the leading theory in varied complex systems [1] . Synergetics is used to discover the self-organization of a complex system [2] [3] [4] [5] ,to discuss the influence of order-parameter on a system [6] [7] [8] ,to study the rules according to which the complex systems evolve from disordered status to ordered status [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Few studies have been conducted on synergetics in the field of transport, mostly about the sustainable transport development [16] [17] [18] , traffic administration [19] [20] [21] [22] , multi-modal transport [23] [24] and other applications [25] [26] [27] [28] . Most of these studies focus on local issues without understanding the rules of evolution of the transport system. This article uses the synergetics theory to construct the order-parameter model of the railway freight system. By locating the order-parameters that influence the system, the evolution of the railway freight system is analyzed.
INTERPRETATION OF RAILWAY FREIGHT SYSTEM SYNERGETIC NATURE
Railway freight system is a complex system combining the natural system and the manual system. With the time going on, the synergetic result is achieved by the movements between the sub-systems inside. As an open system, the railway freight system evolves from a disordered status to an ordered status, exchanging substance and energy with the external world. In this large system, thousands of people gather, engage in political, economic and cultural activities. It is really a mega system featured with complexity. The synergetic theory is applied to research on the structure and order of the complicated railway freight system, because the railway freight system has the following synergetic characteristics:
(1) Railway freight system developed in a self-organized way. It is designed and operated by certain rules, in other words, it runs in an ordered way. China is a typical continental country, characterized by asymmetric resource distribution and industrial distribution. The economic activities cover a wide area. With the large-scale transportation of product and production elements, the railway freight system is born as an outcome of the synergetic coordination between transportation supplies and transportation demands. The synergetic effects of the stream of people, logistics stream and information stream result in the spatial clusters of railway freight system. The result is: elements of the railway freight system meet and part in the space. The railway freight system forms by self-organization, and once it comes out, it develops a structure of its own nature and rules. It is in essence an organized organization. It operates by using its own rules, which are in fact the order of the railway freight system.
(2) The self-organization of the railway system is more complicated than the natural system.
Self-organization of the natural system is an optimized way for evolution after a long-time natural maturation. It is a relatively efficient way for the recycling of natural resources and matter energies. The railway freight system comes out spontaneously and is driven by many factors, such as the environment of transport market, demands on the transport market, social and economic development, the competitiveness of railway freight service and management. The development of the railway freight system thus will exhibit different structures and complexities than the nature system. The railway freight service involves trains, machines, engineering, power supply and vehicles. Its growth is closely related to the society and economy, environment and resources. The departments and elements in the system's development are mutually cooperative and competitive, which is a synergetic phenomenon. It increases the complexity of the self-organization of railway freight system. Railway freight system exchanges substances and energies with the external world, a self-organization process dynamically adapting to the outside world.
(3) Railway freight system based on synergetics is an organized continuum. The development of the railway freight system includes three processes: the first process is the evolution of railway freight system from a non-organized status to an organized one, from disorder to orders. It is the origin of an organization. The second is the process featuring with the railway freight system's in-shot. The system starts running according to certain rules, and the orderliness is improved by the in-shot. This process features complexity. The third process is about the railway freight system's organizational structure and function: from simplicity to complexity. The railway freight system synergetics is a self-organized process, with synergetic process running through the whole development process.
The railway freight system is an open and complicated system, which exchanges substances, energies and information with external world to keep it running on the right track.
Through the position movement of cargoes, it is evolving. Railway freight system is characterized by non-equilibrium; with the distribution of substances and energies in an unbalanced way within the system. From the perspective of time, the system is in the growth stage, and from the perspective of space, the system exhibits regional differences (relatively developed in coastal areas and lagging in western regions). The elements inside the railway freight system follow the non-linear mechanism: random fluctuation of any element might result in minor changes of the system status, and then be amplified by the non-linear feedback mechanism, which in turn leads to major changes of the system. Fluctuations thus bring abrupt changes to the system on the whole, which results in a more coordinated and orderly status.
ORDER-PARAMETER MODEL
FOR SYNERGETICS-BASED RAILWAY FREIGHT SYSTEM 3.1 Selection of railway freight system status variable
In the social and economic system, the development of railway freight system is not a separate process; instead, it is closely related to the growth of the national economy, the adjustment of the industrial structure and some other primary social features.
To locate the order-parameters of railway freight system, it is necessary to find out first the major factors that influence the transport of railway cargos. Based on the synergetic theory, there are a variety of parameters that can be used to evaluate and indicate the system development within the railway freight system. The railway freight system interconnects the national economy system and the transport system, while being under the influence of other systems. Therefore, the article defines thirteen status variables for railway freight system. For these 13 parameters, data from 1991 to 2009 are indicated in Table 1 . 
In equation (2), f q j v h is a non-linear function, and equation (2) is expressed as:
In equation (3), , , , n 1 2 f c c ĉ h is the relaxation coefficient, and a
According to Harken's synergetics theory, the order-parameter, on one hand, is the outcome of the subsystems' collective movements within the system (mutually competitive and synergetic). On the other hand, once it comes into being (supports or uses the subsystem), it dominates the overall evolving process. Order-parameter, as a slow relaxation parameter, takes quite a long time, or even infinite time, to achieve the new steady relaxation state. In the system's evolving process, it always plays a decisive role. Therefore, i c can be used to judge the order-parameter: the lower the i c is, the role of status variable it plays is more important. The status variable of the minimum value of i c is the order parameter. For the order-parameter u of a general non-linear transition system, the system's evolution is dominated by u and all other variables used by u.
Construction and solution of the model
h as railway freight volume, railway freight turnover, service mileage, railway goods vehicle, railway freight transport revenue, GDP, first industry, second industry, quantity of railway locomotives, railway fixed asset investments, society's goods turnover, society's freight turnover and total investments in transport industry. For the detailed data, refer to the Table. Modelling processes are described as follows: (1) Logarithm transformation of status variable. The calculation of the logarithm of the detailed status variables does not change the nature and the relationship of the data. Data obtained can easily solve the problem of heteroscedasticity. Suppose status variable 
means:
According to the Least Square Method principle:
Based on the necessary condition for extreme value of multi-variable functions, the following is obtained: Table 1 into equation (13) . By MATLAB(R2010a)programming, it is obtained that Model (5) , model (5) simply reflects the average effects of non-linear actions between sub-systems, but does not indicate the random fluctuations of the system in the evolvement process. However, fluctuations are very important for the system's self-organized evolvement.
With fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, the numerical solution of non-linear differential equation (14) (16) . When Cftool of MATLAB(R2010a)is applied for approximation, with the increase of n, the approximation becomes more precise. However, more data have to be learnt. When n-scale Fourier approximation function is applied, the data needed is n 2 2 + . Data provided in Table 1 is 18, which means the Model allows for highest approximation (n 8 = ). However when n 8 = , the fluctuation f t 6^h, f t 11^h of status variable X6 and X11 diffuses. So n 7 = is selected for a close approximation, and equation (16) (18) is 0.7060, the fluctuation period is . 2 0 7060 9 . r , which means railways in China take on the average 9 years into a new development cycle. (7) Order-parameter of system evolvement. Find solution of equation (14), to obtain the relaxation coefficients of status variable as follows: The results indicate that the relaxation coefficient of railway fixed assets is the minimum value, being followed by the quantity of railway locomotives. The relaxation coefficient of railway freight volume is the maximum.
Result analysis for the model solution
According to Haken's synergetic servo theory, fast relaxation variable obeys the slow relaxation variable, which in turn determines the system evolvement. The railway fixed asset investments are the major order-parameter for railway freight system evolvement, dominating the evolvement and development of railway freight system.
Railway fixed asset investments are primarily used for the construction and upgrading of railway lines, purchases of locomotives and vehicles. The investments are directly transformed into railway fixed assets for the improvement of railway system transport capacity. Therefore, fixed railway asset investments are the key features that determine the improvement of railway network structure, expansion of the production capacity, enhancement of transport efficiency and solution of transport bottleneck. Meanwhile, the railway infrastructure construction will support the development of other related industries, expand the domestic demands and push forward the national economy. As a result, it will promote the circulation of materials. Railway fixed asset investments also help in restructuring of regional industries, speeding up the growth of local economy and the urbanization process. Railway fixed asset investments, as an order parameter, influence the collective synergetic actions of the status variables of railway freight system. Investments dominate the whole system evolvement process and determine the result of system evolvement. Therefore, the government is expected to develop proper plans for railway development in line with the economic conditions, geographic difference, industrial arrangement and resource distributions in China, and in view of the railway developments at home and abroad.
The second key factor influencing railway freight system is the quantity of railway locomotives. The locomotives power up the railway transport and stand for the technological performance of the railway transport. Heavy-haul and fast transport are the two major trends of railway freight service, and the locomotive standards determine if China can achieve the
two goals of heavy-haul transport and fast delivery. Therefore, locomotive quality is the basic condition for China's railway freight industry to adapt to the development condition. Locomotive quality is closely related to railway fixed asset investments. China is expected to import more advanced locomotive technologies from abroad and at the same time improve its innovation capacity for the integration of advanced locomotive technologies and breakthroughs.
According to the result of the model solution, society's goods turnover, second industry, railway freight turnover, society's freight turnover, and total investments in transport industry, quantity of railway locomotives, GDP, first industry, service mileage, railway freight transport revenue, railway freight volume influences on the evolvement of railway freight system decrease. Society's goods turnover on the whole reflects the social transport demands and the outputs of varied transport means. Therefore, it also has a major influence on the system. Second industry provides the basic sources of goods to be delivered by railway freight service, and is the primary service target of railway freight. Railway freight turnover is the result of railway freight turnover multiplied by average freight haul distance. It indicates the changes in service mileage and railway freight volume. Society's freight turnover reflects the total social demands, and investments in transport industry on the other hand show the railway investments and transport market climate. The quantity of vehicles influences the railway transport capacity. Meanwhile, it is also affected by the railway fixed asset investments. GDP reflects the macro-economic environment. Grains, wood and cotton from the first industry are the key service target for railway freight business. Service mileage is directly influenced by the railway fixed asset investments, and it is also a symbol of the railway transport capacity. Railway freight transport revenues show the changes in railway freight volume and freight service price.
From this it can be seen that under the influence of railway fixed asset investments, the status variables of railway freight system exert influences, to different degrees, on the system evolvement and its direction through synergetic actions. (24), the equilibrium curve M is obtained. The 3D evolvement of railway freight system is indicated in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows the 3D evolvement of railway fixed asset investments. As railway investments are the order-parameter of railway freight system, the curve also indicates the evolvement of railway freight system. In Figure 1 the curve exhibits smooth folds, which are divided into upper, middle and lower lobes that get narrower towards the back and finally disappear at point Ol. Ol is the point of origin in 3D coordinates, u and v represent the control coefficients beyond the system that have influence on the order-parameter of railway freight system. Intentional control of u and v guides the system into a more efficient and orderly direction. When u 0 > the system evolvement has a tendency of continuous smoothness like Curve H'G' in the Figure. The bigger u, the smoother the curve. When u 0 < the system evolvement exhibits an obvious catastrophe, and the railway investments are seen on the upper lobe, middle lobe and lower lobe along with the changes in v. However, as the middle lobe is an unstable status, final railway investments are observed on the balanced status (upper or lower lobe) after passing through the folded margin, and the tendency is indicated by Q'J'F'H'P'.
Mathematically, u 0 > changes in v will only result in smooth change in z, which makes v a regular parameter; u 0 < changes in v will only result in the discontinuous changes in z inside some M, which makes u a part parameter. In China, railway investments are primarily determined by two factors, government supportive policies for railway transport industry and development of national economy. Therefore, in the potential function of railway fixed asset investments, control factor u represents the development of national economy; when u 0 > , the national economy is growing healthily and steadily; when u 0 < , the national economy is in crisis or predicament; control coefficient v represents the government supportive policies for railway transport industry; when v 0 > , the policy is relatively tight, when v 0 < , the policy is relatively slack.
Project the evolvement process in Figure 1 onto the control plane , C u v h, as shown in Figure 2 . Closed angle in Figure 2 is the projection of the fold area in Figure 1 . As equation (24) is a cubic expression, it can be learnt from algebra that it has one real root or three real roots. The number of real roots is determined by Cardano estimation formula u v 8 27 Singularity collection S is a sub-collection of M that is made up by all degenerated critical points of V, which means it has to meet the requirements of equation (24) (23) is indicated in Figure 3(a) . The potential function has two minimum values, which means two balanced positions. It shows that when the national economy depresses, in order to expand the domestic demands, the government may adopt a slack policy to support the railway industry and expand the investments in railway infrastructure. Railway freight system is in the upper-lobe balancing status of heavy investments; the government may also adopt a tight or relatively steady policy in railway industry, and upgrade the investments in other infrastructure industries, then the system is in the lower-lobe balancing status of low investments. 0 D = corresponds to the curves OF and OJ in the control plane , C u v h in Figure 2 , the bifurcation set. It also corresponds to fold margins of the curves in Figure 1 , where catastrophe happens during the system's evolving process. Potential function (23) is indicated in Figure 3 (b) and (c). The potential function has two minimal values but only one minimum value. Figure 3(b) means that when the national economy is in sag, the government may expand the investments in railway infrastructure, so that the railway freight system completes a catastrophe from the low-investment balancing status to the high-investment balancing status. Figure 3(c) means that when the national economy is in sag, the government may reduce the investments in railway infrastructure, so that the railway freight system completes a catastrophe from the high-investment balancing status to the low-investment balancing status. 0 > D corresponds to areas other than the closed angle area OJF in the control plane , C u v h in Figure 2 . Potential function has only one smallest point, which means when the national economy is growing steadily and healthily, the government will keep its investments in the railway projects, and thus bring the system in a steady and balancing status, as indicated in 
Empirical analysis of railway freight system
The above analysis shows changes in control coefficients u, v in the control space , C u v h which may result in the gradual change or the catastrophe of railway investments. Then, railway investments, as the order-parameter, will result in the gradual change or the catastrophe of the overall railway freight system. When u 0 > , the national economy grows steadily and healthily, the social demands for transport are increasing, and the government's policy for railway industry turns from relatively tight to slack. Gradual increase in railway investments will gradually push the railway system from the low-investment balancing status to the high-investment balancing status. When u 0 < , the national economy is in crisis or in predicament, the government may adopt three strategies: first, to expand the domestic demands and step up infrastructure construction, the government's policy for railway industry turns from relatively tight to relatively slack, so as to increase investment in railway projects. The railway freight system completes a catastrophe from the low-investment balancing status to the high-investment balancing status. Second, the government may adopt a relatively tight policy for railway industry, invest less or even none in railway industry. The railway freight system completes a catastrophe from the highinvestment balancing status to the low-investment balancing status. Third, the government may keep the original investment policy, and the railway freight system will keep the high-investment balancing status or the low-investment balancing status.
In view of the history of China's railway industry, the investments in railway industry are rising along with the development of the national economy. However under government administrations, the investments are kept at a relatively low balancing status. In 2008, the national economy of China slowed down due to the world economic crisis. To expand domestic demands, and to step up infrastructure constructions, and as a result of the steady constructions of high-speed railway projects as per middle-and long-term plan for railway industry, the investments in railways increased significantly. Railway freight system is observed to have a catastrophe from the low-investment balancing status to the high-investment balancing status. The system's transport capacity is improved for higher efficiency and higher regularity. With the economic crisis being solved, national economy picked up speed, and thus the government has adopted a tight investment policy, which put the railway freight system back onto the track of gradual continuity. Therefore, the railway freight system evolvement is a unification of gradual changes and catastrophes.
CONCLUSION
(1) Railway fixed asset investments, as the orderparameter of railway freight system evolvement, dominate and control the evolvement and development of railway freight system. Status variables are ordered in terms of their influences on railway freight system evolvement: quantity of railway locomotives, society's goods turnover, second industry, railway freight turnover, railway freight turnover, total investments in transport industry, quantity of vehicles, GDP, first industry, service mileage, total investments in transport industry, railway freight volume. period is 9. It indicates that railways in China take on the average 9 years into a new development cycle. (3) When u 0 > , national economy is growing steadily and healthily, social demands for transport are increasing and the government's policy for railway industry turns from relatively tight to slack, which will put the railway system onto a continuous and gradually changing course from low-investment balancing status to high-investment balancing status. When u 0 < , national economy is in crisis or in predicament, the government may adopt three strategies: first, expand the domestic demands and step up infrastructure construction, the government's policy for railway industry turns from relatively tight to relatively slack, so as to increase investment in railway projects. The railway freight system completes a catastrophe from the lowinvestment balancing status to the high-investment balancing status. Second, the government may adopt a relatively tight policy for railway industry. The railway freight system completes a catastrophe from the highinvestment balancing status to the low-investment balancing status. Third, the government may keep the original investment policy, and the railway freight system will keep the high-investment balancing status or the low-investment balancing status. 
